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FOCUS TASK

Focus task A Focus task B

Write a narrative of the causes of 
the rivalry between ranchers and 
homesteaders in the 1860s and 
1870s. Aim for about 150 words. 
Here is a suggestion for organising 
your narrative.

•  In the 1860s and 1870s rivalry 
developed between …

• The main problem was …

• One side claimed …

• The other side claimed …

Now write another narrative on how 
the rivalry was fought out between 
ranchers and homesteaders. You could 
organise it like this.

•  The two sides fought with each 
other in different ways. One way 
the two sides clashed was …

• Another way was …

• A third way was …, for example …

REVISION
You don’t need to do these tasks now, use them when you are revising for a 
test, or a mock exam, or the real thing.

Task 1
Go back over this section. Cover up the text so that you can only see the 
Retrieval Practice tasks. See if you can answer them without looking at the 
text.

Task 2
Ask your teacher to provide you with copies of the visual sources and 
figures in this section. Turn these slides into a presentation and see if you 
can tell the story of ranching and the cattle industry in this period using only 
these sources.

Task 3
Which events in this section had the most important consequences? Make 
your own copy of the table below. We have chosen really big things, so you 
could expand this and include others.

Event/development Brief description Consequences 

Railroad network Impact on cattle industry

Impact on cowboys

Impact on homesteaders

Growth of cities

Goodnight-Loving Trail

Abilene

Ranching on the open range
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